
Śakti House

Fully funding Śakti House will give vulnerable children in desperate 
need of care a place of safety, free from the threat of trafficking. Your 
gift will be dedicated to constructing a spacious home in which up to 
10 boys under the age of 12 can find healing, freedom and belonging.

Features include:

$200,000CHILDREN

Living capacity for up to 10 boys under the age of 12 
and two qualified carers
Home-based model of care
Communal and private living spaces
Large bedrooms 
Built-in laundry and internal bathroom facilities
Secure, monitored premises 
Green spaces for community gatherings

Construction of Śakti House will begin once funding targets have been 
reached—and your generosity will take us a critical step towards 
achieving this important goal.



Ready to give? 
Scan here to give to Children

Śakti House is one of two spacious homes located within 
a freestanding building that is positioned in a more private 
area of the campus with other vulnerable children’s homes.

The home has been architecturally designed to help 
foster friendship and a sense of community among 
children, with a central village green and plenty of shared  
community spaces. 

The layout of the home is also designed to be flexible and 
adaptable to the current and future needs of 3 Angels Nepal 
and their beneficiaries. 

Śakti House will offer communal areas for socialising and 
learning, shared facilities such as a laundry and bathrooms, 
and private spaces that include separate bedrooms for the 
children and carers.

Each house can accommodate up to 10 boys at any given  
time and will be run on a home-based model of care. 
Practically, this means two qualified carers—or house 

parents—will always be on hand to provide the boys with 
loving support and guidance.

Passive solar principles, incorporated into the home’s 
design, will utilise the sun’s energy to maintain a comfortable 
temperature indoors and to keep energy costs low.  

Extra security measures such as CCTV and 24/7 on-site 
guards will send a comforting and much-needed message 
of safety. 

In Nepali, Śakti means strength.

Thank you for considering fully funding Śakti House. Your 
generosity will give vulnerable children a beautiful space 
in which they can live, laugh, thrive and just be kids.

While every endeavour is made to ensure price points accurately reflect program costs, fluctuations in exchange rates, cost of building materials and unforeseen global events 
may impact the financial cost of implementation. Therefore, all funds raised will be pooled to cover The Pokhara Project development as a whole. Give Freedom International 

also reserves the right to make adaptations to the Pokhara Project to respond to our Field Partners needs from time to time. We guarantee that 100% of your gift goes to the field. 


